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Duncan Files For District 8 City Council Seat 
Spencer Duncan, native Topekan and resident of District 8, has filed to serve on the Topeka City 

Council. As a resident of District 8, he is asking for the privilege to represent his community by placing 

his name on the ballot in this year’s upcoming municipal election. 

“There are many wonderful things happening in our city. I love to promote our community and am 

proud to be a Topekan,” Duncan said. “But for all our positive momentum we have significant needs 

that must be addressed. We need City Council members who understand the necessity for expediency 

and will work tirelessly to improve Topeka. As a lifelong Topekan raising a child here, I want to work 

every day to see that our city reaches its potential.” 

Spencer believes it is essential the actual needs of Topekans are addressed in order to bring real change. 

“We must listen to what citizens tell us they need and base priorities as a City on that feedback. 

Ignoring those voices in favor of other interests keeps us locked into old patterns that harm our 

development as a Capital City,” Duncan said. “Above all, citizens must be involved in the process and 

engaged by elected leaders to participate in decisions. That is how we succeed in implementing real 

solutions.” 

Transparency and keeping citizens engaged and informed is a top priority for Spencer. 

“You cannot operate in the shadows and expect people to trust you,” Duncan said. “Too often those 

running for office make it about themselves and that carries into the office they hold. This election is 

about District 8 and all Topekans. It is a unified voice and community of ideas I will take to the City 

Council so that we may reach our goals together.” 

In the coming months, Spencer will announce several initiatives, including community engagement, 

public safety, roads, economic development, jobs, community blight & housing, transparency & more. 

You can learn more about Spencer and follow these efforts in many ways: 

Website: www.duncanfortopeka.com  

Twitter: @SpencerLDuncan 

Facebook: facebook.com/duncanfortopeka 

Instagram: @SpencerLDuncan 

Anyone who has questions for Spencer or ideas on ways to help Topeka, can reach him any time at 

duncanfortopeka@yahoo.com or at 785-207-8985 
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